
 

Promise Challenge Award  
You must be 7½ to start this challenge badge 

 
The aim of this challenge is to allow the older Joey Scouts to gain a greater understanding of 
the Promise and Law and to learn about our founder, Lord Baden-Powell (BP), and the 
history of Scouting. This challenge will require the Joey Scout to complete certain elements 
away from the Mob meeting. These will involve research and discussion with their parents 
and Leaders as well as the presentation of a Promise Challenge Portfolio to their Mob.  
 
Promise Challenge Portfolio Requirements: 

 See your Joey Scout Leader for a Promise Challenge Portfolio Booklet. 

 Demonstrate a level of work that would have presented a significant challenge to 
the Joey Scout. 

 Include photos, thank you cards, letters, and/or reports confirming that the 
community work has been done. 

 Ensure the community service was an individual pursuit. An activity done as a Mob 
or with another Scouting section does not qualify. 

 Community is intended to mean outside of your family unit. 
 
Please see your Joey Scout Leader if you have any questions about the Joey Scout Promise 
Challenge. 
 

Promise Challenge Requirements - Complete all three sections 
1 Baden-Powell/Scouting History 

Find out five interesting things about Baden-Powell (B-P). Some ideas include: 

 BP’s job, family, where he lived, what he did, what he was famous for, date 
of birth. 

 How many other sections in Scouting are there? Can you name the other 
sections?  

 What is a Cuboree or a Jamboree?  

2 Duty to God 
Why do we say a prayer at the Joey Scout meeting? 
Write a prayer about what it means to "love my God" and share at your Mob meeting 
or at a Scout's Own.   

3 Duty to Self/Others 
Think of a way you can help another person in your community/area where you live 
and discuss this with your parents and Joey Scout Leader. 
Do you best to complete the activity you have chosen.  
Take photos of the activity and include these in your portfolio.   
Talk about who you helped and what you did at your Mob meeting.  

 
 
Date Promise Challenge Completed     ______________________ 
 
Date Promise Challenge Presented to Mob   ______________________ 
 
Joey Leader Signature      ______________________ 
 
 

The Promise Challenge badge can we worn on the Cub Scout uniform. It is worn on the uniform in 
place of the Bronze Boomerang. Once the Bronze Boomerang is earned, the Promise Challenge badge 
must be removed from the Cub uniform – it can then be transferred to a camp blanket. 


